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Possible mechanisms driving the evolution of planetary volatiles from original compositions in the solar 
accretion disk were considered by Suess in 1949  [ I ]  and are still poorly understood. Modeling of noble gas 
compositional histories requires knowledge of fractionating processes that may have operated through the 
evolutionary stages. Since these gases are chemically inert, they can be used as probes for studies of 
fractionating processes. The importance of understanding these processes extends well beyond "noble-gas 
planetology." 

Absolute abundances of noble gases in the terrestrial planets' atmospheres reflect a differential depletion 
with respect to solar abundances.[21 Isotopic signatures are distinct for each terrestrial planet and from solar 
wind compositions.[31 Furthermok, although measured 2 0 ~ e / 3 6 ~ r  ratios are mu  h the same for Earth and 
Mars. which may imply a common source. isotopic uniformity is missing.141 The 28N!/22Ne ratio on Venus is 
higher and the inferred 3 6 ~ r / 3 B ~ r  ratio on Mars is lower than on the other terrestrial planets.[51 Terrestrial 
xenon is positively mass-fractionated [that is, enriched in the heavy isotopes] almost 3.5% per emu, while 
terrestrial Kr is unchanged or slightly lighter than solar.[6] The central issue to the origin and evolution of 
terrestrial planets' atmospheres is how, when, and from what sources did the accreting planetesimals get their 
gaseous elements. Volatile sources may include the solar nebula, the solar wind, comets and meteorites along 
with their parent bodies. 

Fractionation mechanisms involving ion implantation have received scant attention after Bernatawicz and 
coworkers concluded that the isotopic fractionation was too small to account for the large isotopic shifts of Xe 
observed in the terrestrial atmosphere.[7][8] However, we reexamined low-energy, ion implantation and found 
significant fractionation of argon isotopes.[91 

Our initial studies were similar to those discussed by Bernatowicz and Hagee[81, but we could degas the 
W ion collector of a Bayard-Alpert device directly by resistive heating. 

Using a well-degassed and annealed collector wire at a potential of -50 V, a large, 23% per amu, isotopic 
fractionation was observed. As the ion collector voltage increased, the trapped fraction of Ar increased, while the 
isotopic fractionation decreased. The fractionation effects are due to either ion implantation, gas sputtering or 
drffusive loss after ion implantation or a combination of these processes. Since ion implantation with the reaction 
chamber at 200'C produced the same extent of isotopic fractionation, but yielded a lower trapping efficiency than 
with a chamber initially at room temperature, fractionation cannot be simply due to diffusion. 

While ions are implanted, some can be subsequently ejected from the collecting surface by ion 
bombardment or by sputtering. Gas sputtering becomes possible at very low energies, generally about 25 eV. I101 

The relevant processes may be approximated with a simple model. The concentration of trapped gas C 
after a time t is written as [71: 

dC/dt = a[C,-C] - PC 
Here, C, is the total amount of gas initially available for implantation, a and j3 are rate constants for the trapping 
and release of gas. In the simplest case where a and P depend only on the type of the incident particles and the 
target material, the solution to this equation is: 

c = C, [a/[a+p]l ( I ~ ~ ~ + ~ ~ I  
In many cases, a and P will also depend on the extent of damage produced in the crystallographical 

structure during the bombardment. Further, during the experiment the collector surface is contaminated with 
the residual gas molecules of the chamber and this also may affect the rate constants. However, if the effects 
of such processes can be minimized, it should become possible to determine experimentally a, P and their 
dependence on isotopic mass. 

In our initial implantation chamber for a 1 0 0  V run, it took approximately 2 0  hours to obtain a 
quantitative release of the trapped argon. Bernatowicz and Hagee [81 reported a diminished uptake of gases over 
time and suggested that this behavior may be due to lattice damage caused by sputtering. Our prolonged 
resistive-heating procedure anneals some of the lattice damage, as well. 

Our implantation chamber was redesigned to eliminate some ambiguities caused by our original design. 
In particular, the area for ion implantation onto the collector wire was targeted to the inside area of the grid and 
to the central part of the collector wire. This ensures uniform heating when degassing. A more focused beam 
of electrons was obtained by adding a shield with a 1 x 4 mm slit and a coiled tungsten filament. W e  can 
measure the electron emission current between the shield and grid. 

THE ARGON EXPERIMENTS A modified static VG 5400  mass spectrometer was used for isotopic 
analyses, using both a Daly detector and Faraday detectors. The mass spectrometer is connected to an all-metal 
vacuum line that includes two getters, one of titanium sponge and one of SAES NP10. There are also two 
stainless-steel mesh frits used for cryogenic separation of argon fractions using liquid nitrogen. 

The walls of the implantation chamber were heated to 250'C for at least 1 2  hours before the procedural 
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blanks were run. Both the grid and the ion collector were degassed several times before use. The grid and shield 
were kept at ground potential and the filament at -34 V. The electron emission current was 5 0 0  p.4 ( + I 0  p.4 
I during the ion implantation and the ion collector was at -75 V. 

Procedural blanks were run before every experiment and blank corrections are only significant at the 
shortest implantation times. The free phase was first collected, then the reaction chamber was closed and the 
ion collector was heated to "1 W ' C  to release the trapped phase. The ion collector remained at this temperature 
for approximately 20 hours as required for complete degassing, although "85% of the gas was released in the 
first 30 minutes. 

Figure I. shows the argon trapping as a function of ion implantation time. As the time of ion implantation 
increases, the amount of trapped argon increases. However, it is interesting to note from Figure 1. that the 
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isotopic fractionation of argon changes little. 
To test the effects of gas sputtering 

on our system, argon was implanted for two 
hours with the getter open [normal proce 15 dure] and then two more hours with the a 
getter closed in order to increase the hydrc- & 
gen partial pressure substantially. This exper 3 
iment yielded only slightly more trapped i; 10 
argon [3.36%1 than the normal two-hour ion 4 implantation (3.1 3%1. Obviously, ion implanta- 
tion tapered off as the hydrogen pressure in 
creased in the reaction chamber, but gas 
sputtering did not decrease the amount of p, 
implanted argon that is observed in a normal 
two-hour experiment. At present it is not 
possible to resolve the relative contributions 
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One initial experiment was per Figure 1. The percent of trapped Ar for different ion implantation times [left scale] 
formed to assess Ar diffusion after implants- as WII as the multjng isotopic fractionation [right scale] is show. The potential 
tion. After a two-hour Ar implantation the of the ion collector is -75 V. 
voltage on the ion collector was set to zero 
for another two hours. The trapped Ar was 
76% of a normal two-hour implantation and of similar isotopic fractionation. This result shows, in agreement with 
the previously discussed 200'C implantation experiment, that diffusive losses decrease trapping efficiencies, but 
cannot be the sole process affecting the isotopic fractionation of argon in these experiments.[gl 

We conclude that in a natural environment where lowenergy, ion implantation processes are possible, 
isotopic fractionation of argon [and other gases] has to be expected. Low-energy ion implantation also provides 
a mechanism for considerable gas loading. The potential implications of this pmcess in the origin of the 
terrestrial planetary atmospheres and meteoritic material needs to be considered and requires further study. We 
also obtain an order of magnitude estimate of 1 o3 for the collecting efficiency [ions collected per incident ions] 
in our experiments at -75 V. The largest uncertainty arises from the fact that we have to calculate the ion 
current. This value may be compared with collecting efficiencies of 2x102 reported for He implantation into Pt 
at -75V interoolated from data bv Filleux et el. 11 11 and with a value of 7 x 1 0 ~  obtained bv Kornelson for Ar 


